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show that hot electrons leave R with little decel-
eration, because a slight counterflow of ambient
electrons ensures charge neutrality.

In summary, we have shown that anomalous
microwave absorption near ~~ produces dilute
hot-electron tails whose properties depend sensi-
tively on density and power. Our data suggest
that anomalous microwave absorption is a result
of ac parametric instabilities which produce the
hot electrons by wave-particle interaction.

The authors are grateful to J. H. Brownell for
heat-flow computations, to J. P. Freidberg and
B. M. Marder for the use of their computer code,
and to F. E. Wittman for expert technical assis-
tance.
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A laser plasma, expanding through a photoionized background plasma under collision-
less conditions, experiences a significant coupling with the background when an external
700-G field is applied transverse to the flow. A density maximum is formed which de-
celerates according to the predictions of a conserved-momentum coupling model. The
results are consistent with theoretical treatments of magnetized two-stream instabilities.

The mechanisms of momentum transfer be-
tween counterstreaming plasmas have been a sub-
ject of controversy. Both collisional and colli-
sionless processes can lead to coupling, and the
difficulty of establishing any given experimenta, l
situation as collision free has made the interpre-
tation of previous studies uncertain. Dean et al.'
at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) found an
interaction at small radii between a streaming
laser plasma and an ionized background, attrib-
uted to a collisionless instability induced by spon-

taneous magnetic fields. It has been suggested
that the NRL work may be collisionally domi-
nated, and the inability to suppress a spontane-
ous field prevents an obvious critical test. The
dyna, mics of an electrically accelerated plasma
expanding into a partially ionized background
have been modified by an external magnetic field, s

although collisional mechanisms only indirectly
involving the field have been proposed to account
for these results'; the possibility that the plasma,
source operated differently in a B field also con-
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fuses the interpretation.
Rumsby, Paul, and Beaulieu' observed no mo-

mentum coupling between a laser-produced and
a background plasma under conditions similar to
the NRL experiment. Koopman and co-workers,
in a series of studies with well-documented elec-
trical diagnostics at radii larger than those ex-
amined by Dean, have found momentum coupling
between an expanding copper laser plasma and
the photoionized component of an unmagnetized
hydrogen background under conditions where col-
lisions were important. '

In this Letter we report evidence of collision-
less momentum coupling of a copper plasma to
an externally magnetized argon background. Be-
cause the degree of photoionization achieved in
argon is 2.5 greater than in H~, an initial back-
ground pressure of 1 mTorr Ar (M; =40) gives the
the same background ion mass density as 100
mTorr H2 (I;=1). An estimate of the collisional
effects in our present work compared to our ear-
lier H, studies can be obtained by integrating dU/
dt = —n„o(j, k) U, to determine the range A. of a
particle of species j and initial velocity U~ in a
background of species k and density n„o(j,k) is
the momentum-transfer cross section. For multi-
encounter Coulomb collisions between ions, we
use

For screened nuclear encounters between atoms
or lons,

(
.

)
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1
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N 2 r U2(& s/3+ 2/sq +
y

an approximate form which must be truncated at
2&10 "cm at low velocities to avoid unrealisti-
cally large values. " In these expressions, p, is
the reduced mass, s is the nuclear charge, and

z is the ionic charge. In Table I, ranges at which
U =Uo/2 are given for Cu+' ions and background
ions or atoms in 1.0 mTorr of Ar and 100 mTorr
of H„the dominant cross section being ON for
the former and ac for the latter. Note that small
values of A. occur only for the H, background; the
known presence of multiply charged Cu ions re-
duces X(Cu", H') values to even smaller ranges. '
Recent detailed computer modeling of collisional
interactions confirms coupling for the Cu"-H+
case and its absence for Cu+-Ar+ situations at
the stated pressures. " Attenuation of Cu+ by
charge exchange is important at 100 mTorr but
not at 1 mTorr. Thus we expect the Ar studies
to be collisionless.

The apparatus is similar to that described in
Refs. 6 and 7, with the addition of a magnetic
yoke to provide a uniform magnetic field trans-
verse to the plasma flow. Diagnostic measure-
ments were made with Langmuir probes, ' and
two single-wire microwave interferometers sim-
ilar to the twin-wire units described elsewhere. '
The probes were located at A =18 and 28 cm from
the source of the copper plasma, and could be
operated in either a low-impedance (current) or
a. high-impedance (floating-potential) mode. The
microwave sensors were located at A =13 and 23
cm and calibrated by use of magnetic dispersion
relations for 9.6 6Hz radiation. References 6
and 7 document that the laser plasma can be de-
scribed by a quasispherical expansion with a lead-
ing-edge velocity of -10' cm/sec, and an approxi-
mately exponential spatial density distribution,
while photoionization of argon is complete within
-1.5 cm of the focal spot and falls as 1/A' at
larger l adll.

In Fig. 1, we see Langmuir-probe ion currents
in the later regions of the plasma flow, where a
front following a momentum-conservation rela-
tionship would be expected. Densities as a func-

TABLE I. Collisional range A (cm) for copper plasma expanding into 1
mTorr Ar and 100 mTorr H~. Both laser-background and background-
background ranges are given for various initial velocities 00, assuming
100% background ionization for the Coulomb cases.

U()
(&0' cm/sec) A.~(Cu-Ar) X~(Ar-Ar) ~c(Cu+-H+)

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

37'
37.
55.

130.
184.

37.
37.
37m

55.

& 0.1
0.6
3.2

10.
24.

& 0.1
& 0.1
& 0.1
& 0.1

0.2
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FIG. 1. Ion-current signals from negatively biased
Langmuir probes located at R 18 cm (top trace) and
28 cm gower trace), with (a) B =0, P~0.5 mTorr Ar,
10 psec/div; (b) B=0, p=1.0 mTorr Ar, 80 psec/div;
(c) B =700 0, 0.5 mTorr Ar, 10 @sec/div; (d) B =700
G, 1.0 mTorr Ar, 20 psec/div. Vertical scales are
identical, at ion flux ~5x 10t7 iona/cm2 sec per division.
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tion of time are shown in Fig. 2. Note that when
I3=0, the presence of a background plasma has
little effect on the expansion of the laser plasma;
I mTorr of Ar produces only a small attenuation
of the early part of the flow. When a VOO-G field
is present, the data for the early portions of the
flow show a high degree of turbulence, charac-
terized by voltage and density fluctuations with
periods of -10 ' sec. Evidence of the field-in-
duced turbulence can be seen on the lower trace
of Figs. 1(c) and l(d). During this time, the plas-
ma potential rises to - 100 V with respect to the
grounded chamber, while the electron tempera-
ture T, appears to be 30-70 eV. In later por-
tions of the magnetized flow, the potential and

T, fall by about an order of magnitude; but if a
background is present, a second probe-current
maximum appears, closely resembling the fea-
ture identified as a momentum-conserving inter-
action shell in our earlier collisional work, ' but
smaller in amplitude because of the lower back-
ground number density and higher ion mass used
here. As Fig. 1 demonstrates, this second fea-
ture arrives at later times as the pressure is in-
creased; it becomes less distinct and finally dis-
appears as the B field is reduced to zero.

Note in Fig. 2 that at / =0, the laser generation
of the copper plasma is accompanied by an imme-
diate photoionization of argon at the probe loca-
tion. The leading edge of the la.ser plasma ar-
rives at a time consistent with the expected veloc-

o,j IO 20 &0 p sec

FIG. 2. Electron densities measured by microwave
station at A = j.3 cm. Bashed lines are above Inicro-
wave cutoff and estimated from probe data. Closed cir-
cles4 p~0; crosses, p=0.5 InTorr Ar; open circles,
p 1.0 m Torr Ar. Region denoted by asterisk for B
~700 G is turbulent.

ity of ].x 10' cm/sec. The application of the mag-
netic field produces a second density maximum,
demonstrating that the second feature seen on the
probes is indeed caused by a shell of increased
pla, sma, density passing the diagnostic stations.

Figure 3 compares the experimentally observed
A-t trajectories of the leading edge of the second
maxima with the predictions of our momentum-
conservation model' for the present experimental
conditions, assuming that only the ionized frac-
tion of the background is coupled to the laser
plasma. The agreement supports the conclusion
that a substantial portion of the la,ser plasma, in
the presence of a magnetic field, snowplows the
ionized background to form the second maximum
we have observed. Coupling to both neutral and
ionized background components, as suggested in
Ref. 4, would produce different A-t relationships.

Possible mechanisms for coupling in the pres-
ence of a magnetic field have been proposed for
conditions when the electron cyclotron radius,
~„is small enough to allow the growth of counter-
streaming instabilities. The conditions for in-
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FIG. 3. Comparison of experimental R-t trajectories
(dashed lines) of second density edge with computed re-
sults (solid lines) from momentum-conservation model,
at various pressures.

stability can be written in the approximate forms

(kT, /m;)'" «U & U*,

where

Ug (V 2+2V 2)1/2 V (1 +P )1/2

and Vg =&/4snrri;, Vs =AT, /m;, and p, =8pnyT, /gp.
For a two-stream ion-ion instability, 4U may be
identified as the counterstreaming velocity, U,"
while for the modified two-stream instability,
(ns/nz)U is used for &U as the relative velocity
between ions and displaced thermalized electrons,
where n~ and ri.l. are the background and laser
plasma ion densities, assuming that n~ »n~.

In our experimental situation, Vs = 10' cm/sec
and V„varies from 2&&10 cm/sec at radii of a
few centimeters to 10' cm/sec at larger radii.
For the pressure range in which the laser plas-
ma is not completely overwhelmed by the mass
of the background (p & 5 mTorr) and for radii of- 1 cm or more, the modified two-stream insta-
bility condition is satisfied, while the ion-ion in-
stability criterion is met only for radii exceeding
-10 cm. For 0, «w~„ the maximum growth rate
of the modified two-stream instability is given
by y=(m, /m;) /sA, . A length scale for growth to
saturation of the instability viewed in the labora, -
tory frame is estimated to be Ls = 5U/y, corre-
sponding to a five e-fold increase of the turbulent
electric field. Under the experimental conditions
L, = 0.5 to 3 cm. Once the turbulent electric
field reaches a large value, wave-particle scat-
tering can couple the plasmas, and reduce the
counterstreaming velocity. A length scale for
estimating the coupling range is Ls = U'/(dU/dt),

where dU/dt can be computed from the value of
the saturation electric field." For the modified
two-stream instability, after transforming to
laboratory coordinates through momentum-con-
servation relations, we find Ls = (Mznz/Msns)
&&(1&U/Q, ){Mz/m, )'", which yields I s =1 —10
cm. Since both L, and L~ are comparable with
our experimental dimensions, a partial coupling
due to magnetic streaming instabilities is ex-
pected, and indeed the data for B= 700 6 in Figs.
1 and 2 resemble the intermediate-pressure data
of Figs. 4 and 5 of Ref. 7, where partial coupling
through collisional processes occurred.

The dependence of our interaction on the pres-
ence of a magnetic field, the collisionless nature
of plasma, interpenetration in the absence of a
field, the similarity of the results with those ob-
tained from momentum transfer induced by colli-
sions, and the agreement of our data with theo-
retical models for momentum conservation and
the onset of counterstreaming instabilities all in-
dicate that a collisionless momentum coupling be-
tween interpenetrating plasmas is occurring.
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